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ABSTRACT
Just as the societyadvances and the Nigerian population increases, there is an increasing
numberof aspiring students being admitted into tertiary institutions and little or noprovision of
adequate accommodation for them. This study examines ways ofimproving maintenance
culture and its effect on quality of hostel properties inNigerian institutions using University of
Benin, Benin City, Edo state, Nigeriaas a case study. The study employed the survey
method. Data was collected fromprimary source using structured questionnaires which had
closed endedquestions. The questionnaire consisted of five sections. Section A dealt withthe
social characteristics of the respondents, Section B dealt with therespondents’ perception of
hostel building maintenance, Section C dealt withthe respondents’ view of the factors
responsible for lack of hostel buildingmaintenance, Section D aimed at capturing the
respondents’ take on possiblesolutions to the maintenance issues, while Section E dealt with



respondents’idea of a well maintained hostel building and the changes it will cause.
Thestudy found that problems that militate against hostel maintenance include;lack of
maintenance policy, inadequate provision of funds for maintenance, poorexecution of
maintenance work by designated responsible units/agencies,corruption, lack of experienced
staff (human capacity building), misuse offacilities by occupants, Lack of timely response to
maintenance request,over-crowding, change in government, and poor architectural
drawings/designs.The study therefore concluded that maintenance culture towards
hostelproperties in Nigerian universities is generally poor both on the part of theauthorities
and the students. From the study, it was confirmed that there is nolaid-out plan or schedule
for carrying out regular maintenance works on thehostel buildings.
The research equallypointed out ways of improving maintenance culture, it recommended
that theschool authorities together with the government should come up with
maintenancepolicies and schedules in line with standards and enforce that all
hostelbuildings of Nigerian institutions are well maintained not only to improve theurban
aesthetics but also to improve the wellbeing of the users. Preventivemaintenance of hostel
buildings should also be encouraged to avoid buildingfailure.
KEYWORDS:Maintenance, Culture, Maintenance Culture, Hostel Propert ies,
PublicProperties, Institutions.

CHAPTERONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1.BACKGROUND STATEMENT
The Advanced LearnersDictionary defines maintenance as the process of protecting or
preservingsomeone or something, or the process of keeping something in good
condition.Culture, on the other hand, is a way of life, a lifestyle, customs, traditions,habits
that portray the attributes of a person/people. Maintenance culture isan attitude which is
sadly lacking in Nigeria, whether in the home, office,school or factory. Mbamali (2003) added
that poor maintenance culture hasbecome a widely recognized problem in Nigeria which has
poorly affected thequality of public properties. Public property is property that is dedicated
topublic use and is a subset of state property. The term may be used either todescribe the
use to which the property is put, or to describe the character ofits ownership (owned
collectively by the population of a state). This is incontrast to private property, owned by an
individual person or artificialentities that represent the financial interests of persons, such
ascorporations. State ownership, also called public ownership, governmentownership or
state property, are property interests that are vested in thestate, rather than an individual or
communities (Wikipedia, 2015). Maintenanceculture in Nigeria is one of the lowest around
the world, especially, in our principaltowns and cities where the majority of public properties
are located. In therural areas, the story is different and pleasant to hear. The
traditionalpractice of communal clearing of community owned places such as
marketplayground is in almost every village and in private homes. Also, it iscustomary to
refurbish building interiors with mixtures of cow dung or naturalred clay. The end result is
attractive and totally indigenous. According toWahab (1995) the nation accords low priority
to property management leading toneglect of public properties. Mbamali (2003) asserted that
we have nomaintenance policy and therefore no such culture exists. Neglect of
maintenancehas accumulated consequences in rapid increase in the deterioration of the
fabricand finishes of a building, accompanied by a harmful effect on the content’soccupants
Seeley, (1987). Inadequate maintenance culture is a peculiar featureof almost every public
building in Nigeria. According to Rotimi and Mtallib(1995) is partly due to poor maintenance
culture on one hand and partly due tothe absence of an appropriate benchmark. Gurjit
(1990) asserted that lack ofproper maintenance culture brings the life of these public building
last beforereaching the total obsolescence state. The declining maintenance culture
inNigeria and its effect on public buildings and all other properties has becomea major
problem to the government at various levels. This study examines waysof improving
maintenance culture and its effect on quality of hostel propertiesin Nigerian institutions. A



great portion of a nation wealth is evident in thetotal value of its public properties and
buildings; it is also an importantfactor in the production of the building to be preserved. A
poorly maintainedbuilding in a decaying environment depresses the quality of live
andcontributes in some measures to anti social behaviour which threatens thesocio-political
environment it finds itself in According to Stephen (2002)public properties services rarely
perform as well as desired. The causesemanate from deficiencies in design, construction,
commissioning andmaintenance, many researchers have also observed that the generators
ofmaintenance problems could be looked upon has caused during the design stage
orconstruction stage or initiated during the usage stage or the user’s carefreeattitudes (Bad
maintenance culture) which will eventually deteriorate thecondition of the property. He
further said that all these could be planned forduring the design stage. Maintenance
problems though do manifest during the useof the building, their causes might be during the
design stage. These madeDekker (2002) to assert that thinking on the maintenance should
start in thedesign phase. According to Speight (2000), it is at the design stage that
themaintenance burden can be positively influenced for better or for worse. Wherethe
designer fails to make adequate consideration for minimizing maintenanceproblems, it
always turns out to be a big problem when the building is eventuallyoccupied for usage, the
consideration for effective maintenance as one of theparameters for the building design.
Seeley (1997) also said that a skilfuldesign can reduce the amount of maintenance work and
also make it easier toperform, since good maintenance begins on the drawing board.
1.2.PROBLEM STATEMENT
Building maintenanceis an important activity to keep a building in good condition. Even
though thebuilding seems like it is in perfect condition, there is a lot of maintenancework
needed to be done in order to maintain such condition. To preserve andprolong the life of a
building, maintenance is necessary to be carried out.
Oladimeji (1996)further described maintenance of public properties as the combination of
anycontinuous actions carried out to retain a property in or restore it to anacceptable
condition. Onwuka (1989) stated that maintenance culture isconcerned with the planning and
control of construction resources to ensurethat necessary repairs and renewal are carried
out with maximum efficiency andeconomy to enhance the quality of the property. However,
this research isexamining the ways of improving maintenance culture and quality of
publicproperties in Nigeria.
Proper maintenancestrategy plays an important role in the maintenance of a building.
Propermaintenance strategy is able to affect the performance of maintenance.
Goodmaintenance depends on the maintenance strategy used. Poor maintenance is
alsocaused by using the improper maintenance strategy. Poor maintenance of
publicproperties will lead to depreciation of property value, affect the condition ofthe building,
make the users feel unsafe, cause inconvenience to the users,cause the building efficiency
to drop and eventually cause the building todeteriorate rapidly.
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